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KORTFILMSKLUBBEN ENGELSKA
Coach
Before watching
To warm up, discuss in groups of four or five:
1. What sports are represented in your group?
2. If you had to describe these sports in order for an alien to really understand
them, what would you say?
3. When talking about fan club behavior connected to your sports, are there
any similarities or differences that come to mind?
4. What sports strike you as “typically British”? or “typically Swedish”?
Motivate your answer.
5. Do you think that the words “patriotic” and “national sport” are possible to
relate in any way? How?
During the film
•

Take notes in English of any swear words you notice.

After watching
1. Find the Swedish equivalents to the swear words your group noticed in
English. If there are other languages spoken in your group, try to translate
the words to all of your different languages. Which word was most difficult
to translate? Why?
2. The word “Patriotic” is explained as: “it means beating the shit out of loads of
foreigners”. Individually, write your own definitions and examples of the
following words. Then, explain them to each other and notice where your
explanations are similar and/or different.
•
•
•
•

Nationalism
Patriotic
Culture
Swear word

3. Etymology is the history of where words and expressions come from. Study
the history of a specific word or expression from the film, using first
http://www.worldwidewords.org/
and then http://www.etymonline.com/
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4. During two minutes, try to list as many similarities and differences that you
can think of between the father and the son.
5. Pick a moment at the beginning – middle –end of the film and describe the
father’s feelings. Do the same with the son’s.
6. Do you have any advice for the father? For the son?
7. What do you think happens the moment after the film ends? Why do you
think so?
Project
In pairs or threes, pick a national sport for any of the Commonwealth countries and
hold a short presentation about it. If you’d like, include some Youtube clips, history
of the sport, types of fan clubs etc.
Vocabulary
to go in a coach

att åka buss

to bust a wheel

att få punktering

a spare

en/ett extra (här: hjul)

bollocks

pungkulor (kan också betyda ungefär: skitsnack)

knickers

trosor
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